We gratefully acknowledge our donors who have so generously supported us.*

**PHILANTHROPIST**
The Augustine Foundation

**VIRTUOSO**
Sheldon Until

**MAESTRO**
Contrastes Records
Stringletter

**PRODIGY**
D’Addario Foundation
Crown of the Continent Guitar Festival
Mel Bay Publications
Savarez

**BENEFACTOR**
Strings by Mail

**ANGEL**
Joanings Castellani & Michael Andriaccio Charitable Trust
Jeff Cogan
Kinecta Federal Credit Union
Bryan Johanson
Richard Long
Jack and Carol Sanders

**DONOR**
William Bay
Jeff Corrigan
Peter Danner
Mark Depriroa
Alex Farison
Thomas Heck
William Kanengiser
Joseph and Kathleen Mayes
R Gideon Morrison, MD
Helene Rottenberg
Stephen Waechter
Manuel Padilla
Kim Perlak
Bill Scott
Mark Charles Smith
Jerry Snyder
Cheyenne Guitar Society
David Tannenbaum
Marc Teicholz
Waddy Thomson
Otto Tolonen
Rene Welterbos
Hart Wells
Jeffrey Witt

**ASSOCIATE**
Gwenyth Aggeler
Augustine Amato
William Ash
William Bayless
María Bitran
Steven Bornfeld
William Bracer, MD
William Bright
Robert E Bullock
Murray Case
Michael Casler, MD
Rochelle Chartier
Columbia Music Company, Inc.
Rick and Debbie Cox
Francis Conte
Pacific Life Foundation
Chris Freitag
Russell Gaj
Harry Gilmore
Daniel Green
Rosewood Guitar
The Classical Guitar Store
Maple Street Guitars
Rick Hibbard
Patrick "Rick" Keller
Frank Koonce
Norbert and Bonnie Kraft
Barbara Lager
Andre Lanz
Shirley and Jay Markham
Matthew Marshall
Stephen Mattingly
Tom McMorris
Margaret Mills
Anna van Mourik-Maddox
Bill Newman
John Olson
Jerzy Orkinowksi
Richard Osborne
Samuel and Betsy Strauss

**FAN**
Isabella Abbonizio
Arnie Brown
Gerald Davis
Ray Davis
Laudoe Djoenaidi
Michael Gluzman
Edward Goldman
Jim Griffin
Michael Hackman
Scaram Jimmy
John Kitzle
Jackie Krueger
Michael Lorimer
Erik Mann
Morris N. Nilsen
John Ramstead
Eduardo Romero
John Stoessel
Bert Strong
Paul Sweeney
Jan Wouters
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*List current for period: August 1, 2016—August 1, 2017*